
The unique FB-2 Feedbacker/Booster packs a world of expressive, versatile boost into a single stompbox. Seamlessly 
morph from flat, clean boost that doesn’t spoil the nuance of the original tone to an amazing mid boost for high-gain 
solos, or dial up a bright and clear treble boost to lighten the tone. And that’s only half of the picture…the FB-2 can 
generate smooth and natural amp feedback as well. The FB-2’s versatile tone, simple operation, and low noise are 
made possible through BOSS’ latest technology and decades of know-how.

The New-Breed Booster with a Bonus 

FB-2 Feedbacker / Booster

for Microsoft®Windows 7
Windows Vista®/ Windows®XP

® for Mac OSX

t 	Wide tonal variety, from flat, clean boost to 
 powerful mid-boost and bright, clear treble boost

t 	Boost characteristics can be changed 
 continuously and smoothly from one knob

t 	Responds expressively and accurately to 
 picking nuances, even at high-boost settings

t 	Versatile tone, simple operation, and low noise

t 	Advanced Feedback function provides smooth and natural amp feedback
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BC-2 Combo Drive

for Microsoft®Windows 7
Windows Vista®/ Windows®XP

® for Mac OSX
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FB-2 Specifications
■	Nominal Input Level -20 dBu ■	Input Impedance 1 MΩ ■	Nominal Output Level -20 dBu ■	Output Impedance 1 kΩ ■	Recommended Load Impedance 10 kΩ or greater 
■	Power Supply DC 9 V: Carbon-zinc battery (9 V, 6F22) / Alkaline battery (9 V, 6LR61), AC Adaptor (PSA series: sold separately) ■	Current Draw 45 mA (DC 9 V) * Expected 
battery life under continuous use: Carbon: 2.5 hours, Alkaline: 9 hours. These figures will vary depending on the actual conditions of use. ■	Dimensions 73 (W) x 129 (D) 
x 59 (H) mm; 2-7/8 (W) x 5-1/8 (D) x 2-3/8 (H) inches ■	Weight 0.44 kg; 1 lb (including battery) ■	Accessories Owner’s Manual, Leaflet (“USING THE UNIT SAFELY,” 
“IMPORTANT NOTES,” and “Information”), Alkaline battery (9 V, 6LR61) ■	Option (sold separately) AC Adaptor (PSA series) 

* 0 dBu = 0.775 Vrms
* The specifications are subject to change without notice.
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The new BOSS BC-2 generates a classic “AC-inspired” British combo-amp tone in a compact pedal, but that’s just 
the starting point. With a single knob, you can instantly control a variety of sound-character parameters, and quickly 
tap into a full spectrum of tone. Achieve the perfect vintage sound or dial into higher gain or cleaner tone across a 
wider frequency range than the classic amp could provide on its own. The BC-2 also offers a natural and dynamic 
response to your picking nuances at any setting. This easy-to-use yet technically complex pedal takes you from 
authentic vintage tone to expanded new-generation performance and sound.

British Combo-Amp Tone and Beyond

t 	Wide range of tones with a single knob — 
 from classic crisp clean and punchy crunch to 
 creamy overdrive with long sustain and beyond

t 	Natural and dynamic response to picking 
 nuance at any knob position

t 	Provides warm combo tones and 
 authentic combo-amp cabinet resonance




